
Openclaims has revolutionised the repair industry since it first appeared 
in 2015. Today, it’s an industry-leading SaaS solution providing insurers, 
fleet owners, and OEM customers with total control of claims and  
repair management. But the business is constantly innovating, explains 
Openclaims CTO Joris Hooi.

Users are getting to grips with the latest upgrade, OC5, which adds 
significant new functionality. It’s all part of an ongoing journey to 
establish Openclaims as the world’s premier claims and repair manage ment 
software and support provider.

Introducing OC5

The latest 
update



Start of the journey
Openclaims was created with a vision to 
drastically improve motor vehicle repair 
processes, both from an end-user and cost 
perspective. Initially, Openclaims operated  
an auction model, where individual damages 
were tendered in a network of contracted  
body shops. Customers were positive about  
the platform, but quickly wanted more control 
and customisability.

The demand for businesses to get ‘hands-on’ 
was the driving force behind Openclaims’ move 
from a service business to a SaaS business. 
It’s a recognition that customers are experts at 
managing their processes. Greater automation 
offers them greater control.  

Behind the scenes, Hooi and the R&D 
team have totally reworked the platform 
architecture, transitioning to a new setup 
offering greater flexibility and control. Driving 
all development is a focus on simplifying 
the customer journey, establishing a stable 
platform that’s built for growth, and offering 
clients a bigger toolset. It’s a sign of the 
maturation of the platform, says Hooi.

Today, the vision for the business remains the 
same, but the updated Openclaims platform 
provides an automated end-to-end solution 
trusted by industry leaders. “Openclaims 
now provides their clients the tools to craft a 
stream lined customer journey and a guarantee 
of quality throughout every stage of the 
process,” Hooi explains.

Joris Hooi, CTO Openclaims

“Customers were positive about 
the platform, but quickly wanted 
more control and customisability.”



Repair  
Distribution Suite
The Repair Distribution Suite 
enables users to allocate repairs, 
manage costs, and ensure the 
delivery of a consistent, high-
quality service. Customers can 
fully automate the distribution 
of individual cases to the optimal 
handling option. In addition, 
the intelligent system offers 
customers critical insights. 

Repair  
Management Suite
The Repair Management Suite 
provides customers with a 360 
view of everything needed to 
coordinate the repair process. 
Users can track the performance 
of suppliers, ensure they’re up to 
date with all certifications, and 
deliver the quality-of-service 
customers expect. This gives all 
stakeholders total confidence a 
repair is solid and safe.

Claims  
Management Suite
The Claims Management Suite 
offers all the necessary tools 
to set up automated workflows 
to manage claims efficiently. 
Customers can create workflows 
to suit processes, such as 
third-party liability or total 
loss. In addition, APIs make it 
simple to integrate the Claims 
Management Suite within an 
organisation’s existing systems 
and software.

Customer  
Interaction Suite
The Customer Interaction Suite 
provides an integrated platform 
where businesses can offer 
customers a personalised and 
transparent journey. For example, 
once a driver has reported a loss, 
it creates a case which can be 
tracked throughout all stages 
of the claim and repair process. 
Customers can build journeys, 
shaping them around their 
specific requirements.

End-to-end support
The Openclaims end-to-end solution is built 
around four core suites: Customer Interaction 
Suite, Claims Management Suite, Repair 
Distribution Suite, and Repair Management 

Suite. “Together, they enable all clients to 
manage their entire workflow end-to-end  
for any claim and repair processes in a  
modular way,” says Hooi.



The Openclaims end-to-end solution can 
manage all aspects of the repair process,  
says Hooi, but customers can pick and choose 
the modules they need. “We strongly believe 
in an open ecosystem,” says Hooi. “The 
SaaS platform can work with your existing 
infrastructure and legacy applications. 
Of course, there are implementation and 
integration challenges, but the Openclaims 
team is there to support you.” 
 

Why Openclaims is 
constantly innovating
“Vehicles are becoming more complex 
every year, and we recognise that the whole 
distribution and repair process is more difficult 
to manage,” says Hooi. Customers need a 
platform to help them navigate this complexity 
and continue to deliver for the people who rely 
on their support.

When Hooi talks about vehicle complexity,  
it’s much broader than advanced materials, 
hybrid powertrains, or driver assistance 
systems (>> read more about vehicle 
complexity). Customers want to combine 
data insights from multiple sources, automate 
processes and deliver more personalised 
experiences. “Openclaims is always innovating. 
We pushed the existing platform as far as we 
could, and it was time to refresh it,” says Hooi.

OC5 brings with it some significant new 
developments that users will love, explains 
Hooi. The release enables the creation of 
entirely configurable journeys. Operators can 
define what is included in messages when 
they’re sent and through which channel. The 
solution can be continuously fine-tuned to 
support the customer throughout their journey.

The updated workflow engine inside OC5 is 
incredibly powerful, enabling customers to 
build complete processes. The platform uses 
a privilege system of tiered access that can be 
built to include everyone from team members 
to external partners. 

OEM dealers, for example, can transfer work 
and ownership of cases between suppliers, 
maintaining overall control while enabling each 
link in the chain to play its part.

For the Repair Distribution Suite 
the Openclaims R&D team has 
developed self-learning models 
that look at the historical 
performance of their clients’ 
suppliers and that can evaluate 
on a case-by-case basis what 
the optimal destination for that 
damage should be.
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OC5 also unlocks the power in data, providing 
users with critical insights that can improve 
business decisions. The system can process 
data from multiple sources, streamlining 
processes, eliminating waste, and informing 
decision-making.

“In order to make sure we will find the best fit 
for your use case our Customer Success team 
and your team will examine where our solution 

fits, but most importantly, where it doesn’t 
during an onboarding session. Then, we will 
together determine a detailed implementation 
plan in order to ensure it’s a fit for you,” says 
Hooi. “In practice we see that customers can 
get started with an initial setup of the platform 
almost always right away, with additional 
customisation based upon actual insights from 
the first usage of the platform following quickly 
after in a period of about 3 - 6 months.” 

Always learning,
constantly improving
The new release is the culmination of several 
years of work. Customer requirements are 
driving new developments. “We genuinely learn 
from our customers – and when I say learn,  
I mean we get a detailed understanding of  
their business and understand what makes  
the company run, offer good OEM processes, 
etc. During this process, we also learn what  
our platform can do better – and use this to 
help us continue to innovate.” 

The Openclaims R&D team is always searching 
for new things to learn and ways to improve. 
The future is about automation and giving control 
back to (end) users. Greater automation offers 
greater independence to users. So, what does 
that mean for the Openclaims platform? “In five 
years, we can have a platform that will accom-
modate 80% of your day-to-day optimi sation 
opportunities that you identify as a busi ness 
user, in intuitive UIs that allow you to imple ment 
these improvements yourself,” says Hooi.

Customers can expect new developments 
to drop as they’re finished. These iterative 
improvements will help users adjust to complex 
and rapidly changing environments. “There 
is a complete change that will happen in the 
next 3-5 years of what fleets look like,” begins 
Hooi. “That brings many complexities for your 
supplier network and your existing processes. 
While we can’t predict all changes, we can 
develop functional, flexible, and adaptable 
solutions to help you survive and thrive, 
whatever happens in the future!”

The Openclaims R&D team  
is always searching for new 
things to learn and ways  
to improve.



Openclaims is a Dutch Software-as-a-Service 
(SaaS) provider with offices in Amsterdam, 
Copenhagen, and Cologne. By combining 
industry knowledge with an in-house 
development team, Openclaims offers an  
end-to-end solution focussing on motor claims  
and repair management for insurers, fleet 
owners, and OEM customers. 

The Openclaims products can be integrated 
separately but also can be combined. The 
Customer Interaction Suites provides a 
seamless claim and repair journey that results 
in an exceptional customer experience. The 
Claims Management Suite creates touchless 

workflows, gains valuable data insights, 
and automates claims handling. The Repair 
Distribution Suite organises a data-driven 
allocation of repairs to a self-contracted body 
shop network. And the Repair Management 
Suite creates digital workflows, connects 
all stakeholders involved, and manages the 
contracted body shop network. 

Due to its modularity, the platform is easy to 
integrate. Lower repair costs, more efficient 
operations, higher customer satisfaction, 
and secured repair compliance and quality 
are some of the results of using the 
Openclaims solution.

+31 (0)20 261 3719 info@openclaims.com www.openclaims.com

Want to know more about Openclaims and how the end-to-end solution can take your claims 
and repair process to a next level? Visit our website or contact us directly! 
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